Abstract. Using the derivative of the Boolean function and the e-derivative defined by ourselves as research tools, we study the algebraic immunity of a class of H Boolean functions, getting solutions to solve annihilators of the lowest algebraic degree of H Boolean functions by formulas, the existence and solution of the 1st-order algebraic immunity functions. Meanwhile we obtain that when H Boolean functions are 1st-order algebraic immunity functions, the relationship between 1st-degree annihilator and e-derivative, the solving formula of 1st-degree annihilator represented by the derivative and the e-derivative, and the compatibility of the 1st-order algebraic immunity and the higher-order correlation immunity of H Boolean functions.
Introduction
The cipher security is the core of the cryptosystem, and only a cryptosystem with good security has an existing significance. Boolean functions with a variety of secure cipher properties are the key factors to design the cryptosystem with the ability to resist multiple cipher attacks and good safety performance. It is of great importance for a security cryptosystem to study some properties of Boolean functions, which make the cryptosystem resist various attacks [1] , such as high algebraic degree, high nonlinearity, the strict avalanche criterion and propagation, higher-order correlation immunity and higher-order algebraic immunity. Therefore, there are some important research problems, such as the existence, the feature, the design, the construction and the count of Boolean functions with some kind of secure cryptographic property. Among them, the algebraic immunity of Boolean functions is current central issues [2~6] .
The H Boolean functions have the propagation property. When we study the correlation immunity and algebraic immunity of the H Boolean functions, it is equivalent to study the compatibility of the propagation property, algebraic immunity and correlation immunity of Boolean functions. It is the basis of studying the correlation immunity and algebraic immunity of the H Boolean functions to study the correlation immunity and algebraic immunity of the H Boolean functions with the Hamming weight of 
Preliminaries
To study cryptographic properties of H Boolean functions, we proposed the concept of the ederivative. The e-derivative and derivative are defined here as Definition 1&2.
Definition 1:
The e-derivative (e-partial derivative) of n-dimensional Boolean functions
n GF n f x f x x x GF = ∈  for r variables 1 2 , , , [1, ] i r n ∈ )is defined as 
Definition 2:
The derivative (partial derivative) of n-dimensional Boolean functions
for r variables 1 2 , , ,
If 1 = r , (2) turns into the derivative of 1 2 ( ) ( , , , )
As a result, the simplified form below can be easily derived.
According to Definition 1&2, we can get Lemmas 1&2 easily.
Lemma 1:
A Boolean function is a function with propagation of degree r iff 1 1 2 ( ( ) / ( , , , )) 2 
The algebraic immunity of a class of correlation immune H Boolean functions
We discuss the cryptographic properties of H Boolean functions ( ) f x with the Hamming weight of ) h x , and ( ) g x is a linear function,we will discuss the relationship between ( ) g x and e-derivative ( ) / n ef x ex , the relationship between ( ) g x and the annihilator of the lowest algebraic degree, the algebraic degree of ( ) f x , the lower bound of the correlation immunity order of ( ) f x , the algebraic immunity order of ( ) f x and so on. 2) ( )
annihilator of the lowest algebraic degree of ( ) f x , and the algebraic immunity order ( ( )) 1 AI f x = .
Proof: 1) Since g is a linear function, for all 1, 2, ,
By the known conditions of ( ) f x and Lemma 1,we can get
By (6) and (7),for all 1, 2, , 
For (8) 
f x df x dx dx df x dx df x dx f x d df x dx dx df x dx d df x dx dx df x dx df x dx ef x ex
We can know, ( ) (10) 
f x df x dx dx df x dx d ef x ex dx df x dx d df x dx dx df x dx d df x dx dx
we can know, there are
For the kind of functions like Following we will further discuss the existence theorem of H Boolean Functions, which correlation immunity order is the highest and algebraic immunity is 1-order.
The problem is not been solved explicitly and not been proved all the time, which when the constant Boolean functions have 1 n − or n order correlation immune, the highest order of the nonconst Boolean functions can reach 2 n − . In the theorem 2, we get the result that there exist non-zero the H Boolean functions with the highest order correlation immune ( 2 n − ) and the 1-order algebraic immunity. 
Therefore, ( ) f x must satisfy: a) When n i − is odd, we have
b) When n i − is even, there is 
